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Our dissertation aims to following new contributions: 

1. On the side of documents, on the basis of statistics, we present studies on the 

Bru-Van Kieu people in many fields, especially collection works and ancient story 

researches, aiming to provide a holographically relative view of culture, folklore and 

ethnic psyche. 

2. The dissertation interprets, deeply and systematically analyzes to the ancient 

story of Bru - Van Kieu from the viewpoint of ethnic psychology. We place their 

ancient stories in relation to the general folklore, culture and mind of the ethnicity. The 

mutual illumination of the past fragments in the ancient stories shows the adaptive 

representational chain and the spatial idea of propulsion from archetypical energy. 

3. Through the ethnic psychology, we point out the origin and presence of the 

Bru-Van Kieu psychic classes in their ancient stories. At the same time, depict to the 

role of ancient story in preserving, transmitting, and promoting ethnic psychology. The 

ancient story is a link in the general operation of culture, it creates a symbol of the 

world of ethnicity  in the context living. 

4. From the origination and fate of the ethnicity, we affirm Bru-Van Kieu’s 

peace-loving mentality and strong adaptation through the symbolic signs in the story 

as responding departure, dream as the communality between space-time and 

conventions in the new world. 

5. We especially dig into their spatial thinking through the ancient story. From 

the bodily structure to the spatial structure and social structure with the organization 

and operation as a door into the mind of the ethnicity. There, once again, we meet Bru-

Van Kieu’s adaptively mental tendency in the burn-overland agriculture with the role 

of connecting space and body technique to natural space and cosmic space. 

The dissertation also contributes to the compatibility of ethno-psychology with 

folklore language in general and ancient story in particular. The dissertation can be a 

reference document to next studies originating. It can serve to the action of lecture, or 

a reference textbook… 
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